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About This Game

quadrantica

The pillars of light and color have sunk beneath the ocean, and an ashen gray has overcome the world - raise them back up by
putting your logical thinking and deductive reasoning to the test.

Lift one tile up and another goes down. Change one tile’s color, but two others change in turn. Between sunken structures, the
tiles in quadrantica are in a state of disarray - and it’s your job to bring them into order. The moves you make always influence

the pieces around you, but never the tile you select: find the optimal solution to this cascade of cause and effect to flood this
surreal world with light and color once again.

Game Features

81 brain-teasing puzzles in 9 levels, with challenge levels ranging from friendly to frustrating

A half-hour soundtrack of original music

No time limits or lives - solve the puzzles at your own pace

Game Controls
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- ( left click ) affect block
- ( right click ) switch power

- ( "R" key ) reset field
- ( ESC key ) open menu
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Very cool game. You can choose between 4 gliders.
Goal is it to reach a particular speed and avoid barricads to get to the boss an beat him.

The game is still at the start so there is in the moment only 1 track but more will come.
For me the game has very good potential. I'm excited how it will proceed.. Bought this and never received the fairies. Tried
contacting Gameforge billing support - everything is in German and I couldn't figure out what t do. Contacted game support -
still no answer.. It sounds like the name of another game when its a point and click adventure.Overall just boring. I liked it.
Nicer puzzles than most similar titles and they stick to the themes. It's abotuthe puzzles not the plots.. After playing the game for
a few hours my initial thoughts are that it's a fun little game, but the devs left a lot of low hanging fruit on the vine, in my
opinion.

I'll soon launch into a handful of criticisms about the game, why is it so easy to focus on the negative? However, before I do, I'd
like to touch on some of the enjoyable features of the game. The interface is fairly simple without a sharp learning curve.
Initially I didn't understand the researching method but I soon caught on. A fun game to "pick up" or "put down" without
becoming too heavily involved, although it was a bit addictive and I'll admit that I played too long into the night. The books you
read to raise your investment knowlege seem to be based off real world books and authors (I recognized a few) and that's a nice
touch (even if a bit uncreative). I perhaps am pleased because there were a few I didn't know about and plan to find and read
them in real life.

Now for the part we all love and adore, the criticisms. There are a few key areas I feel this game could be improved. I'll list
them from the absolute most frustrating down to the most petty. There are as follows:

1. While researching, there is no way to sell stock

Unless I missed something somewhere, there doesn't seem to be an option for selling stock you hold while performing research.
The immense frustration that stemmed from beginning a research session, only to see your long held stock finally begin to arc
skyward. Your excitement at realizing large gains turns to panic when you realize you can't sell, nor does there seem to be an
option to cancel the research session to quickly effect a sale of the stock. From panic to despair as the price then drops and any
sale you make will be a loss. The frustration at having missed the strategic window to sell your stock for a large gain could easily
be solved by allowing for the ability to continue to manipulate the stock menu. Even better would be the abilty to set an auto sell
off feature once the stock hits a certain high, or low. I used to perform this function in real world when I was trading but alas,
those days are far behind me and I can't recall the specific industry terminology.

2. Stock screen values are difficult to read sometimes

The chart line indiciating the current stock price at times covers the negative symbol in front of your stock gains\/losses, thus
making it difficult to determine the true value. On several occasions, I nearly sold stock at a volatile time in the market for what
I believed would be a gain, only to realize at the last milisecond (and almost too late) that there was a negative symbol in front of
the value. Perhaps the chainging of the text color to red could easily indicate a negative value while continuing to use black for a
positive value would, in my opinion, easily fix this issue.

3. Lack of creativity with company names\/products in news feed

The company names and products in the news feed oftentimes matched that of real world products and names. I recall seeing
Dell, HP, Google, and other household names. They released products such as android, MP3s, and other recognizable products.
Many times these products seemed to line up with their actual chronological release date. While they did seem to create a bit of
consumer nostalgia, especially for older (not teenage) gamers, it felt lazy and lacking creativity on the part of the devs.

What follows are just a couple of ideas that may add greater enjoyment to the game but aren't necessarily issues for me:

1. More options for real estate

The method for purchasing real estate seems a little dry to me (keep in mind I'm a real estate investor so I wont be easily pleased
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in this area). The option to buy down points prior to purchasing a property could be a nice touch. Or perhaps the addition of
commercial properties. Also, after you assume ownership of a property, the ability to refinance an existing loan when the
market rate drops could add some real intersting options to the game, as would the option to pay down the principle on a
property.

2. More immersive reading material

"Late game" investing seemed to come very quickly. I was able to quckly read all the available books and then focus on
optimized investing. While some may find this enjoyable, I felt like it lacked depth. While there is a decent selection of books, I
feel the game could potentially benefit from additional material in this area, stretching out the time it takes to reach the "late
game" investing gives the player something to continually look forward to. Things got a bit stale sooner rather than later. This is
something I feel could be delayed or avoided with more in depth reading available.

In all, this was a fun little game that I'll likely play again. Do I recommend this? Well...that depends. I enjoy this because I'm an
investor in the real world. If you're not...you may not have the same enjoyment. Then again, an investory could easily become
frustrated with the lack of depth to the investing process. For example, a stock trader would probably groan at not being able to
buy on margin. If you're a real world investor, let go and have fun with the game. Treat it like your ten year old self treated
Monopoly and you'll enjoy it. Happy gaming.. First gameplay and I like the game a lot actually. I know its an early access title,
but still very entertaining and playable. And of course scary as hell! :) Here is a VR and Mixed Reality capture from my
gameplay on HTC Vive:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Xy3jWFTdQbA

Keep Watching VR is a thrilling horror game for HTC Vive inside of a creepy abandoned mental hospital, where scary Clowns
are chasing you in the dark. Your only weapons in Keep Watching VR are a flashlight and a DSLR camera, so dont drain the
flashlight's batterys out, keep watching after those nasty clowns, and dont turn your back on them!

I think the game has great potential, and the whole idea of being chansed by Clowns that only moves while you are looking away
is awesome! I hope the developers can spend some time polishing some bugs, and make the game bigger as well. Its surely one
of the better horror VR experiences so far.

I will continue this review as soon as I have played more, and of course when more content is added, but for now I recommend
this game to all VR horror fans! Both thumbs up :). Accumulate 1 car plus a certain number of sets (person, food, fuel) to
escape your city before zombies overrun. Drawn cards give you a zombie unless drawn in special ways. Sometimes event cards
give zombies. Idea is to stash away your sets before you are overrun by zombie cards that can fill your 3 outside and 3 inside
rows. People and cars can eliminate zombies from your base and also do other things (for example giving you a strategy for
drawing cards without also getting a zombie). OK game.. Worth it for RougeLight alone!. This is absolute banger.

We danced hardbass, wore g-strings, killed hundreds of mutants, zombies and weird\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665spiders
and defeated the actual devil.
I never had so much fun for 2 euros in my whole life.

Buy this. Like right now.. ---- Nagi Outfit ----
Defense 300
Aegis 100

Elemental resistances
285 (yellow)
285 (green)
142 Fire
487 (blue)
285 (brown)

Description:
Outfit matching the clothes of Nagi. Calm and mature clothing that soothes all who look upon it.
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Compared to Tenko Outfit (free DLC)
- Same defense and Aegis
- Can be reforged too
- Different elemental resistances.
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Best non fantasy mideval rpg I know of. You'll get hundreds of hours easily. Excited for 2280 AD when bannerlord launches.
Game crashes at various places on first interactive screen. Ladyoliveeyes posted the problem back in March so I assume nothing
is going to be done to correct this.. I'm not interested in a game that negs me for failing a level.. Wow, This was way better than
expected! I only bought it because, I Noticed you're ''Riding in a Helicopter'' which, is something I've always wanted to
do...Well, for less than $10 I was able too and The Rush Was There and it was Amazing!

Things I liked:
- Beautiful Graphics, Excellent Music, and ''Great'' Sound Effects!
- Controls are Accurate & Work very well!
  Note: They did well designing how the controls work!
  Very comfortable and easy to use. I Actually Got A Work Out! ''Flapping My Wings!''
  I Never Flown, So High in My Life it was Amazing! Only in VR can you do this....
- Very Relaxing and Move at your Own Pace with Teleport Locomotion.
  Note: You Can Spend ''Hours'' in here if you like!
- The Freedom to Use the Program Standing or Sitting is Great!
  Note: No Motionsickness while Standing\/ Some Motion sickness
  while sitting due to camera moving on it's own.
  ''But, Recommend ''Sitting'' is More Relaxing!
- Not Only is this a Fantastic Ride! But, Afterwards, You Own Your Very Own VR Museum!
  Note: It is Huge!
- Very Unique & Cool Design, The Amount of Detail makes it Amazing!
  Note: It turned My little VR Room into a ''Massive World!''
- Educational Program with More to Come...
- Price! for under $10 This Program is Magnificent!

Things I Disliked:
- I really don't have ''Any'' of course, There is Always Room for improvement. but, for the price and what is there...I don't have
any dislikes. I Recommend one thing, When the Jets come Roaring by You could Amp up the volume to have it tinkle the
''Ears'' to help add to the realism...hahaha. but, the sound effects used are Good! and are probably Best! We don't want anyone
to lose there hearing...

Overall:
I Can't Believe How Well this Program is Made for the Price that I have Paid for it...It Works Very Well! The Ride is Amazing!
But, with a Bonus! You Own your Very Own VR Museum! This is a Great Way to Introduce any one to VR for the First Time.
Because, the use of Size makes it feel Massive! and, How they Executed the lay out of using the controls is Very Nice! I
Recommend this Program to Everyone. Yes it is ''Truly Magnificent!'' Add it to your Collection you'll Thank Me Later! 100%
Worth it.... Great workout game, great music. Gets really intense as you start getting better at it.

The main thing missing is leaderboards.. Very nice to work with
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